First, in the second section, we describe a class of Baire spaces for which Blumberg's theorem does not hold. Then, in the third section, we discuss Blumberg's theorem for P-spaces.
2.3 There is a function f: X -> R such that if g e DE, then |jx e X: fix) = g(x)S| < 2 °. Proof. Let 33 be as in the proof of 2.1, and let J denote the family of all nowhere dense subsets F of X such that X ~ F £ J3. Because X satisfies 2.1(a), if K is a nowhere dense subset of X, then there is F in J" such that KCF (let F = X ~ y(X ~ cl K)). is a cocompact P-space, then (X, J (m)) is a cocompact P-space.
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